he discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is a fundamental component of numerous computational techniques in signal processing and scientific computing. The most popular means of computing the DFT is the fast Fourier transform (FFT). However, with the emergence of big data problems, in which the size of the processed data sets can easily exceed terabytes, the "fast" in FFT is often no longer fast enough. In addition, in many big data applications it is hard to acquire a sufficient amount of data to compute the desired Fourier transform in the first place. The sparse Fourier transform (SFT) addresses the big data setting by computing a compressed Fourier transform using only a subset of the input data, in time smaller than the data set size. The goal of this article is to survey these recent developments, explain the basic techniques with examples and applications in big data, demonstrate tradeoffs in empirical performance of the algorithms, and discuss the connection between the SFT and other techniques for massive data analysis such as streaming algorithms and compressive sensing.
InTroducTIon
The DFT is one of the main mathematical workhorses of signal processing. The most popular approach for computing the DFT is the FFT algorithm. Invented in the 1960s, the FFT computes the frequency representation of a signal of size N in ( ) log O N N time. The FFT is widely used and was considered to be one of the most influential and important algorithmic developments of the 20th century. However, with the emergence of big data problems, in which the size of the processed data sets can easily exceed terabytes, the FFT is not always fast enough. Furthermore, in many applications it is hard to acquire a sufficient amount of data to compute the desired Fourier transform. For example, in medical imaging, it is highly desirable to reduce the time that the patient spends in a magnetic resonance imaging machine. This motivates the need for algorithms that can compute the Fourier transform in sublinear time (in an amount of time that is considerably smaller than the size of the data), and that use only a subset of the input data. The SFT provides precisely this functionality.
Developed over the last decade, SFT algorithms compute an approximation or compressed version of the DFT in time proportional to the sparsity of the spectrum of the signal (i.e., the number of dominant frequencies), as opposed to the length of the signal. The algorithms use only a small subset of the input data and run in time proportional to the sparsity or desired compression, considerably faster than in time proportional to the signal length. This is made possible by requiring that the algorithms report only the nonzero or large frequencies and their complex amplitudes, rather than a vector containing this information for all frequencies. Since most video, audio, medical images, spectroscopic measurements (e.g., nuclear magnetic resonance), global positioning system (GPS) signals, seismic data, and many more massive data sets are compressible or are sparse, these results promise a significant practical impact in many big data domains.
The first algorithms of this type were designed for the Hadamard transform; i.e., the Fourier transform over the Boolean cube [19] , [20] (cf. [7] ). Shortly thereafter, algorithms for the complex Fourier transform were discovered as well [1] , [5] , [8] , [22] . The most efficient of those algorithms [8] computed the DFT in time , log k N
where k is the sparsity of the signal spectrum. All of the algorithms are randomized and have a constant probability of error. These developments were covered in [9] .
Over the last few years, the topic has been the subject of extensive research, from the algorithmic [3] , [4] , [6] , [10] - [13] , [15] , [17] , [18] , [21] , [23] , [26] , implementation [25] , [27] , and hardware [2] , [29] perspectives. These developments include the first deterministic algorithms that make no errors [3] , [17] , [18] , as well as algorithms that, given a signal with k -sparse spectrum, compute the nonzero coefficients in time ( ) log O k N [11] or even ( ) log O k k [6] , [21] , [23] , [26] . The goal of this article is to survey these developments. We focus on explaining the basic components and techniques used in the aforementioned algorithms, coupled with illustrative examples and concrete applications. We do not cover the analysis of sampling rates and running times of the algorithms (the reader is referred to the original papers for proofs and analysis). However, we present an empirical analysis of the performance of the algorithms. Finally, we discuss the connection between the SFT and other techniques for massive data analysis such as streaming algorithms and compressive sensing.
# be the DFT matrix of size , N defined entrywise by
Equivalently, one may define f C
In this section it will also be useful to consider the inverse of the DFT matrix above. Its entries are given by
This allows one to write f C N ! in terms of its Fourier components by the formula
TechnIques
In this section, we outline the basic components and techniques used in sparse FFT algorithms. We start from the simple case when the spectrum of the signal consists of, or is dominated by, only a single nonzero frequency. In this case we show that the position and the value of the nonzero frequency can be found using only two samples of the signal (if the signal is a pure tone without any noise) or a logarithmic number of samples (if the signal is contaminated by noise). These techniques are described in the section "Phase Encoding." Second, we address the general case by reducing it to several sub problems involving a single nonzero frequency. This is achieved by grouping subsets of Fourier space together into a small number of bins. In the simplest case, each bin corresponds to a frequency band, but other groupings are also possible. If each bin contains only a single frequency (i.e., if a frequency is isolated), then we can solve the problem separately for each bin using the techniques mentioned earlier. This leads to the sample complexity and the running time proportional to the number of bins, which is lower bounded by the sparsity parameter . k The binning techniques are described in the section "Filtering to Isolate Frequencies." Finally, in the section "Randomly Binning Frequencies," we show how to deal with spectra in which two nonzero frequencies are very close to each other, and thus cannot be easily isolated via binning. Specifically, we show how to permute the spectrum of the signal in a pseudorandom fashion, by pseudorandomly permuting the time domain signal. Since the positions of the nonzero frequencies in the permuted signals are (pseudo)random, they are likely to be isolated, and then recovered by the binning procedure. To ensure that all nonzero coefficients are recovered, the permutation and binning procedure is repeated several times, using fresh randomness every time.
All sparse FFT algorithms follow this general approach, as discussed in more detail in the section "The Prototypical SFT." However, they differ in the implementations of the specific modules, as well as in the methods they use for aggregating the information gathered from different invocations of the permutation and binning procedure.
Single-Frequency recovery
In the simplest possible case, a vector f C N ! contains a single pure frequency. In such a setting an SFT must be able to rapidly determine the single tone much more quickly than the ( ) log O N N -time FFT. In this section we will illustrate several different techniques for accomplishing this fundamental task. In later sections, we will demonstrate techniques for filtering more general vectors to produce the type of single-frequency vectors considered here. For now, however, we will assume that our vector is of the following form:
for a fixed { , , , }.
PhASE ENCOdING
Given a simple vector defined as in (7) f The procedure, referred to as the OFDM trick in [11] , was also used in [21] . It can also be seen as a very special case of the Prony method [13] .
Although 
A BINARy SEARCh TEChNIquE
One means of learning ~ from (7) in a more noise tolerant fashion is to perform the equivalent of a binary search for ~ through the frequency domain. Many variants of such a search can be performed. In this subsection we will illustrate the most basic type of search for the example vector
Note that this is exactly (7) will be closer to 1 -than to 1.
During our first round of testing we will choose
are true. Note that (10) and (11) will be true if and only if
and
are true, respectively. Hence, (10) and (11) Similarly, (11) holding true implies that { , , }, 3 4 5 " while (11) failing to hold implies that { , , }. 0 1 7 " Returning to our example (9), suppose that both (10) and (11) fail to hold. The first test (10) failing tells us that { , , }, 1 2 3 " and the second failure tells us that { , , }. 0 1 7 " Taken all together, then, the tests tell us that { , , } 4 5 6 ! in this case (i.e., we learn that e
is in the third quadrant of the complex plane).
Having learned that { , , } 4 5 6 ! allows us to simplify the problem. In particular, we may now implicitly define a new vector
for all . . Our new goal is to find ~l using two entries of fl (i.e., two additional entries of . f) Our second round of tests now proceeds exactly as before. We choose { , , } j 0 3 f ! and then consider both
As previously shown, these tests will collectively determine the quadrant of the complex plane containing . e
Continuing our example, suppose that (15) is true and (16) is false. This means that ( ) { , } 4 1 2 ! -(i.e., we have ruled out 0 and 3). We can now implicitly form our last new vector for the third round of tests. In particular, we form
for , . j 0 1 = Note that we have once again formed our new vector by 1) shifting the possible values of ( ) 4= -l to the first quadrant of the complex plain, and then 2) discarding all odd entries of .
fl We now know that ( ) { , }, 5 0 1 != -m and may decide which it is by testing . fm In particular, suppose that
holds for a { , }. j 0 1 ! Then, we conclude that
This concludes the description of the binary search procedure for identifying the nonzero frequency. Since we learn the position of the frequency bit by bit, the total number of samples used is ( ). log O N Furthermore, we note that the binary search is (relatively) robust to noise. Adding small perturbations to each entry of (9) will not stop us from determining that . 5 = Further details are given, e.g., in [9] .
AN ALIASING-BASEd SEARCh
We will conclude our discussion of single-frequency recovery techniques with an example of a modified search method that takes advantage of natural aliasing phenomena (see, e.g., [17] 
Calculating a C 2 ! t using (3) we get that
Note that since ~ is an integer, exactly one element of a t will be nonzero. / mod 7 after considering ~ modulo 7. Hence, 59 = by the CRT. As an added bonus we note that our three FFTs will have also provided us with three different estimates of . ft The end result is that we have used significantly fewer than 70 entries to determine both ~ and .
ft Using the CRT we read only 2 5 7 14 + + = entries of . f In contrast, a standard FFT would have had to process all 70 entries to compute .
f t This CRT-based single frequency method also reduces the required computational effort. Of course, a single frequency signal is incredibly simple. Vectors with more than one nonzero Fourier coefficient are much more difficult to handle since frequency moduli may begin to collide modulo various numbers. In the next section we will discuss methods for removing this difficulty.
Filtering to iSolate FrequencieS
We will begin our discussion of filtering by extending our aliasing-based frequency identification ideas from the last section. In this example we assume that our vector f has length 12 
= + + + = t t t t t and that . a a 0
If all we know is that f t contains at most two nonzero entries, we are unable to determine its nonzero entries using this information. The problem is that the two nonzero entries of f t have collided modulo 3 (i.e., they are both congruent to the same residue modulo 3).
Note, however, that the CRT guarantees that the two nonzero entries of f t can not also collide modulo / . 4 12 3 = If a new subarray of f is created using four equally spaced entries [see Figure 2 (c)], its DFT will separate the two nonzero entries of f t [see Figure 2(d) ]. The end result is that two subvectors will always reveal the locations of the nonzero entries of , f t as long as f t has at most two nonzero entries. More generally, one can use similar ideas to learn the k largest magnitude entries of f t from the results of a small number of aliased DFTs of subvectors of . f In the continuous setting, one can view the preceding discussion as a demonstration of how a relatively small set of spike-train filters can be used to separate important frequencies from one another in Fourier space. This turns out to be a fruitful interpretation. This perspective motivates the development of other types of filters which, when modulated (i.e., shifted in Fourier space) a few times, can be used to group different subsets of Fourier space together into a small number of shorter intervals, or "bins" (see Figure 3) . If the most important frequencies in a function, , f are uniformly spread over a given interval of Fourier space, one will be likely to isolate them from one another by convolving f with a few different modulations of such a filter. This effectively "bins" the Fourier coefficients of f t into different frequency bins. Once an important frequency is isolated in a filtered version of , f the methods from the last subsection can then be used to recover it via, e.g., a modified binary search.
Note that a good continuous filter can be periodized and discretized for use as part of a discrete SFT. One generally does so to design a discrete filter that is highly sparse in time (i.e., that is "essentially zero" everywhere, except for a small number of time-domain entries). This allows fast convolution calculations to be performed with the filter during frequency binning. This is crucial since these convolutions are used to repeatedly Furthermore, the DFT of the discrete filter should also have a special structure to aid in the construction of good, low-leakage, frequency filters. (We say that a frequency filter leaks if it has nonzero values at frequencies other than our desired values.) Suppose, e.g., that one wants to isolate the k-largest entries of f t from one another. To accomplish this, one should use a filter whose DFT looks like a characteristic function on
on a ( / )
O k 1 -fraction of the "discrete Fourier spectrum" of ).
f The filter can then be modulated ( ) O k times to create a filter bank with ( ) O k approximate "pass regions," each of size ( / ), O N k that collectively tile all of [ , ) . N 0 Z + These pass regions form the frequency bins discussed above [ Figure 3(b) ]. To date several different types of filters have been utilized in sparse FFTs, including Gaussians [12] , indicator functions [5] , [8] , spike trains [6] , [17] , [18] , [23] , and Dolph-Chebyshev filters [11] .
randomly Binning FrequencieS
As mentioned in the previous subsection, a filter function can be used to isolate the most important entries of f t from one another when they are sufficiently well separated. Unfortunately, an arbitrary vector f C N ! will not generally have a DFT with this property. The largest magnitude entries of f t can appear anywhere in principle. One can compensate for this problem, however, by pseudorandomly permuting f t so that it "looks" uniformly distributed. As long as the permutation is reversible, any information gathered from the permuted vector can then be directly translated into information about the original vector's DFT, .
f t Perhaps the easiest means of randomly permuting 
~+
Note that permutations of this form are not fully random, even though b and c were selected randomly. Nevertheless, they are "random enough" for our purposes. In particular, the probability that any two nonzero coefficients land close to each other can be shown to be small.
The ProToTyPIcAl sfT
In the simplest setting, a sparse FFT is a method that is designed to approximately compute the DFT of a vector f C N ! as quickly as possible under the presumption that the result, , f C N ! t will be sparse, or compressible. Here compressible means that f t will have a small number of indices (i.e., frequencies) whose entries (i.e., Fourier coefficients) have magnitudes that are large compared to the Euclidean norm of f t (i.e., the energy of ).
f t Sparse FFTs improve on the runtime of traditional FFTs for such Fourier sparse signals by focusing exclusively on identifying energetic frequencies, and then estimating their Fourier coefficients. This allows sparse FFTs to avoid "wasting time" computing the Fourier coefficients of many insignificant frequencies.
Although several different sparse FFT variants exist, they generally share a common three-stage approach to computing the sparse DFT of a vector: Briefly put, all sparse FFTs (repeatedly) perform some version of the three following steps: 1) identification of frequencies whose Fourier coefficients are large in magnitude (typically a randomized subroutine) 2) accurate estimation of the Fourier coefficients of the frequencies identified in the first step 3) subtraction of the contribution of the partial Fourier representation computed by the first two steps from the entries of f before any subsequent repetitions. Generally, each repetition of the three stages above is guaranteed to gather a substantial fraction of the energy present in f t with high probability. Subtracting the located coefficients from the signal effectively improves the spectral sparsity of the given input vector, , f from one repetition to the next. The end result is that a small number of repetitions will gather (almost) all of the signal energy with high probability, thereby accurately approximating the SFT, , f t of the given vector . f Consider, e.g., a vector f whose DFT has 100 nonzero entries (i.e., 100 nonzero Fourier coefficients). The first round of the three stages above will generally find and accurately estimate a large fraction of these entries (e.g., three fifths of them, or 60 terms in this case). The contributions of the discovered terms are then subtracted off of the remaining samples. This effectively reduces the number of nonzero entries in , f t leaving about 40 terms in the current example. The next repetition of the three stages is now executed as before, but with the smaller effective sparsity of 40. Eventually all nonzero entries of f t will be found and estimated after a few repetitions with high probability. We will now consider each of the three stages mentioned above in greater detail.
Stage 1: identiFying FrequencieS
Stage 1 of each repetition, which identifies frequencies whose Fourier coefficients are large in magnitude, is generally the most involved of the three repeated stages mentioned above. It usually consists of several ingredients, including: randomly sampling f to randomly permute its DFT, filtering to separate the permuted Fourier coefficients into different frequency bands, and estimating the energy in subsets of each of the aforementioned frequency bands. Many of these ingredients are illustrated with concrete examples in the section "Techniques." Our objective now is to understand the general functionality of the identification stage as a whole.
Roughly speaking, stage 1 works by randomly binning the Fourier coefficients of f into a small number of "bins" (i.e., frequency bands), and then performing a single frequency recovery procedure (as described in the section "Phase Encoding") within each bin to find any energetic frequencies that may have been isolated there. The randomness is introduced into the Fourier spectrum of f C N ! by randomly subsampling its entries (see the section "Randomly Binning Frequencies"). This has the effect of randomly permuting the entries of . f t The resulting "randomized version of f_ t is then binned via a filter bank. (i.e., as discussed in the section "Filtering to Isolate Frequencies"). Because f t is approximately sparse, each "frequency bin" is likely to receive exactly one relatively large Fourier coefficient. Each such isolated Fourier coefficient is then identified by using one of the procedures described in the section "Single Frequency Recovery." The collection of frequencies discovered in each different bin is then saved to be analyzed further during the estimation stage 2.
Stage 2: eStimating coeFFicientS
Recall that stage 2 involves estimating the Fourier coefficient, , ft of each frequency ~ identified during stage 1 of the sparse FFT. In the simplest case, this can be done for each such ~ by using L N % independent and uniformly distributed random samples from the entries of , Note that f~l t is an unbiased estimator for ft (i.e., )
h Thus, the estimator will approximate ft to high (relative) precision with high probability whenever | | f
In slightly more complicated scenarios, the estimates might come "for free" as part of the identification stage (see the section "Filtering to Isolate Frequencies" for an example).
Stage 3: repeating
A naive implementation of stage 3 is even more straightforward than stage 2. Suppose that
is the approximate sparse DFT discovered for f during stages 1 and 2 of the current repetition of our sparse FFT. If the entries of f to be used during each iteration of the three stages have been predetermined, which is often the case, (24) can be used to update them all at once. These "updated samples" are then used in the subsequent repetitions of the three stages.
One of the primary purposes of stage 3 is to avoid mistakenly identifying insignificant frequencies as being energetic. Suppose, e.g., that a small number of erroneous Fourier coefficients are identified during the jth repetition of the first two stages. Then, subtracting their contribution from the original signal samples during the third stage will effectively add them as new, albeit erroneous, energetic Fourier coefficients in .
f t This, in turn, allows them to be corrected in subsequent repetitions of the first two stages. Hence, stage three allows errors (assuming they are rare) to be corrected in later repetitions.
In contrast, some SFT methods [12] , [17] , [18] perform only stages 1 and 2 without any stage 3. These methods identify all the energetic frequencies in stage 1 and then estimate their Fourier coefficients in stage 2, completely in only one iteration. Of course, such methods can also mistakenly identify significant frequencies as being energetic during stage 1. Such mistaken frequencies are, however, generally discovered as being insignificant by these methods later, during stage 2, when their Fourier coefficients are estimated.
emPIrIcAl evAluATIon
In this section, we compare several existing SFT implementations to the fastest Fourier transform in the West (FFTW), a fast implementation of the standard FFT, to demonstrate the computational gains that recent SFTs can provide over the standard FFT when dealing with Fourier-compressible signals. To this end, we consider the following algorithms and implementations:
■ FFTW: base line implementation of the standard FFT ■ AAAFT: an implementation of [8] ■ SFFT1-MIT, SFFT2-MIT: implementations of the algorithms in [12] by the authors ■ SFFT1-ETH, SFFT2-ETH: implementations of the algorithms in [12] given in [25] ■ SFFT3-ETH: implementation of a variant of the algorithm in [11] given in [25] . Figure 4 plots the runtimes of these SFTs against FFTW for various sparsity levels, , k and vector lengths, . N The algorithms were run on randomly generated vectors of length N whose DFTs were k-sparse (containing k ones in randomly chosen locations) for varying values of k and .
N For each pair of values of k and , N the parameters of the (randomized) algorithms were optimized to minimize the running time while ensuring that the empirical probability of correct recovery was greater than 0.9.
APPlIcATIons
In this section, we give an overview of some of the data-intensive applications of sparse FFT algorithms and techniques that emerged over the last few years. These applications involve, e.g., GPS receivers, cognitive radios, and, more generally, any analog signal that we wish to digitize. It is these applications that we focus on as they highlight the role of sparse FFT algorithms in the signal processing of large data.
gpS Synchronization
In the (simplified) GPS synchronization problem, we are given a (pseudorandom) code, corresponding to a particular satellite. (For simplicity, this description ignores certain issues such as the Doppler shift, etc. See [10] for details.) The satellite repeatedly transmits the code. Furthermore, we are given a signal recorded by a GPS receiver, which consists of a window of the signal generated by the satellite, corrupted by noise. The goal is to align the code to the recorded signal, i.e., identify where the code starts and ends. To this end, the receiver computes the convolution of the code and the received signal and reports the shift that maximizes the correlation. This computation is typically done using the FFT: one applies the FFT to the code and the signal, computes the product of the outputs, and applies the inverse FFT to the product.
The paper [10] uses sparse FFT techniques to speed up the process. The improvement is based on the following observation: since the output of the inverse FFT contains a single peak corresponding to the correct shift, the inverse step can be implemented using the sparse FFT. In fact, since , k 1 = the algorithm is particularly simple, and relies on a simple aliasing filter. Furthermore, since the sparse inverse FFT algorithm uses only some of the samples of the product, it suffices to compute only those samples. This reduces the cost of the forward step as well. The experiments on real signals show that the new algorithm reduces the median number of multiplications by a factor of 2.2, or more if the value of the Doppler shift is known.
Spectrum SenSing
The goal of a spectrum sensing algorithm is to scan the available spectrum and identify the "occupied" frequency slots. In many applications this task needs to be done quickly, since the spectrum changes dynamically. Unfortunately, scanning a GHz-wide spectrum is a highly power-consuming operation. To reduce the power and acquisition time, one can use an SFT to compute the frequency representation of a sparse signal without sampling it at full bandwidth. One such proposal was presented in [28] , which uses a method of frequency identification similar to that described in the section "An Aliasing-Based Search." Another approach is presented in [14] , which uses a sparse FFT procedure similar to that in [6] , [23] . It describes a prototype device using three software radios called Universal Software Radio Peripherals (USRPs), each sampling the spectrum at 50 MHz. The device captures 0.9 GHz, i.e., six times larger bandwidth than the three USRPs combined.
analog to digital converterS The random binning procedure described in the section "Randomly Binning Frequencies" forms the basis of the pulseposition modulation (PPM) analog to digital converter presented in [29] . A prototype 9-bit random PPM analog to digital converter incorporating a pseudorandom sampling scheme is implemented as proof of concept. The approach leverages the energy efficiency of time-based processing.
other applicationS
Other applications include 2-D correlation spectroscopy [24] .
conclusIons
It is interesting to note that SFTs have a good deal in common with compressive sensing techniques. The latter generally aim to reduce sampling requirements as much as possible to recover accurate sparse approximations of frequency-compressable functions. SFTs, on the other hand, attempt to recover accurate sparse approximations of frequency-compressible functions as quickly as absolutely possible. By necessity, therefore, an SFT also cannot sample a function many times (i.e., since sampling takes time). As a result, SFTs also utilize a relatively small number of samples and, so, can be considered as compressive sensing algorithms. This puts SFTs into a broader spectrum of compressive sensing strategies that tradeoff additional sampling for decreased computational complexity.
SFTs are also closely related to streaming (or sublinear) algorithms developed in the computer science community. Streaming algorithms aim to run in time considerably smaller than the time required to read the entire original data set, or signal. Hence, the streaming literature contains a rich set of tools for processing and approximating large data sets both quickly and accurately. Many of the techniques employed in existing SFTs are adapted to the Fourier setting from streaming techniques. For an overview of the links between these two topics, see [16] .
